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Baby Turtles
By Bailey Kaul, Interpretive Naturalist
The Common Snapping Turtle is the largest turtle in MN. When seeing these incredible creatures some may be put-off by their dinosaur-like fleshy and bumpy tail, their large shell and size (reaching
19.5 inches long and weighing 65 lbs!), and a pair of powerful jaws.
These ancient reptiles are often seen in the summertime but this
time of year there is something very special happening, their babies
are beginning to hatch.
The mission of Three Rivers Park
District is promote environmental
stewardship through recreation
and education in a natural
resources-based park system.

Silverwood Park’s Mission Is:
Through quality experiences in nature
and the arts, we foster lasting connections to the environment, each other
and ourselves.

Snapping turtles spend most of their time in the water but in early
June they emerge to look for nesting locations on land. Once an
ideal spot is located the female turtle will dig a deep hole and lay 25
-50 white table-tennis ball sized eggs inside. She will then carefully
cover them with her back legs and return to the water. The eggs
take about 50 – 125 days to gestate and during this time the incubation temperature effects the hatchlings. When the nest is warmer
more female baby turtles will be produced and when the nest is
cooler more males baby turtles will be produced. There are many
predators that might feast on the eggs and dig up the nest including skunks, foxes, and racoons. About 60% to 100% of snapping
turtle eggs will be preyed upon.
When it is time, hatchlings use a small egg tooth on their beak to
break out of their shells and emerge from the earth. They are only
about 1 –1.25 inches long. They then need to make their way to the
safety of the water while avoiding additional predators. Once in the
water they will grow slowly by eating aquatic vegetation, small insects, fish, other aquatic vertebrates, and carrion (dead animals).
They can live up to 30 years and as an important predator, they
keep the population of other aquatic animals at a healthy balance.
It was once thought that the turtles made significant impacts on the
number of game fish and waterfowl in a lake, but this is false.

Pictured Above: Snapping Turtle Nest

In 1984, the common snapping turtle was listed as a species for
special concern possibly due to human harvesting turtles for meat
and accidental drowning of turtles, which could have had impacts
on the population. It is also unknown if pollutants stored in the fat
of the turtles bodies effect their longevity. Since 1984, the MN Department of Natural Resources has worked diligently to build restrictions on the size and number of turtles that can be harvested in
a single area as well as commercial trapping of turtles. In 2013, the
common snapping turtle was delisted, and population levels appear
to be at a healthy level. These important and special animals will
spend the winter in the lakes across the Midwest and emerge and
start a whole new generation next year.
Pictures are sourced from Wikimedia Commons
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Volunteer Opportunities
Volunteer Docents

Become an art and nature docent at Silverwood Park’s gallery. We are searching for volunteers to be present in the gallery during
busy weekend times, primarily Saturdays and
Sundays from 1PM-3PM. Docents are meant
to invite park guests to talk about and engage
with the art in the gallery, relating it to the
outdoors and environmental themes. Becoming a docent requires a group training with Silverwood staff. Then, docents work independently, signing up for shifts in small
groups or on their own. For more information
contact Seth Eberle at
seth.eberle@threeriversparks.org.

Program Assistant Opportunities
(continued)

Make and Mingle: Golden
Thursday, September 23
6:00PM-9:00PM
Event Assistants (2-3 Volunteers). Assist
with art-making or other rolws during our seasonal Make and Mingle Event. Best for those
who enjoy working with adults and a laid back
atmosphere. Must be 21+.

Program Assistant Opportunities
Field Trip
Saturday, September 11
11:30AM-2:30PM
2:00PM-4:30PM

Puppet Adventures and Let’s Get StARTed
Sunday, October 10
Sunday, November 14
12:30PM-3:00PM

Art Assistants (6-10 volunteers). Assist
Silverwood staff and artists in engaging the
public with art projects. Best for those who
enjoy explaining instructions repeatedly and
joyfully and like to be around children.

Art Assistants (2-6 volunteers). Assist
families and children with making art and
learning about nature. This program will take
place primarily outdoors and is best for folks
who enjoy enthusiastically explaining instructions and are comfortable standing for most of
the program.

Greeters and Game Players (6-10 volunteers). Assist park guests with knowing
where things are during the event and engaging guests with lawn games set up around the
park.

Pumpkin Carving
Wednesday, October 20
6:00PM-9:00PM
Art Assistants (2-3 Volunteers). Help participants carve and create an artistic design into pumpkins. Best for those who are comfortable outdoors,
happy to help clean up a gooey mess, and comfortable standing for long periods of time.
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Volunteer Opportunities
Community Science Projects

Summer Volunteer Re-Cap

In addition to Silverwood’s events, we have
community science and monitoring projects
that begin in late fall and run through the
winter.

By Seth Eberle, Volunteer Liaison

Project Feeder Watch (November
through April) is an existing community science project that asks volunteers to collect
information on the kinds of birds seen at a
feeder for two consecutive days in a row each
week. If you participate in this project, we
would also ask you to re-fill the bird seed at
Silverwood’s feeders each time you participate. Best for those who enjoy birds and
birding, like to work independently or with a
small group, and want to watch something
other than Zoom meetings for a while. For
more information on what this project looks
like, feel free to visit the Project Feeder
Watch Website.
Ice Monitoring on Silver Lake (November
through April) is a project being initiated by
Silverwood staff. We are attempting to collect general data on the amount of ice on the
lake at any given time throughout the cold
months as well as when Ice In and when Ice
Out occur. We would ask participants to
monitor thickness of ice and estimate percentage of ice cover on the lake throughout
the winter months.

We had an incredible summer thanks to all
of the effort that you put in as our amazing
Silverwood Volunteers! Your impact has
been both tangible and intangible.

Over the summer (May,
June, and July) volunteers
have given Silverwood 263
hours of volunteer service.
You have been docents inviting folks into
the gallery. You have trained volunteers on
how to remove invasive buckthorn along
our shoreline. You have had countless positive interactions with park guests, acted as
liaisons to Silverwood staff to help make
the park better, made art with families and
adults, and been a warm and welcoming
presence in our gallery and on our trail to
help foster connections to each other, the
natural world, and ourselves.

Thank you!

*NEW* Stories in the Snow (November
through April) is a community science project from the Desert Research Institute (DRI)
in Nevada. This project uses an app called
Citizen Science Tahoe to photograph and
classify different kinds of snowflakes based on
their crystal structure. This project requires a
training session and would ask that you come
to Silverwood to collect data at least twice.

To volunteer for any of these opportunities, please
call or email Seth Eberle at
seth.eberle@threeriversparks.org or 612-5086217. He will connect you with the staff person
leading the program or project.
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